
Join us on Saturday, March 1st at 12:30pm at the   

Bayfield Pavilion, Bayfield Wis. 

Once again, Team BRRRWA will be plunging into the 

freezing cold waters of Lake Superior to raise money for 

the Bad River Watershed Association and the Bayfield 

Area Recreation Center.  ALL the money raised will go 

to these two great causes.  If Team BRRRWA can meet 

our goal of raising $3000, then 70% of that money will 

go to support the Bad River Watershed Association!  

Last year was a blast, raising over $2200 to support the 

Bad River Watershed Association and the Bayfield Area 

Recreation Center!   

We need your support to meet our goal!  You can help 

in 2 ways.  

Feeling like a popsicle after a long hard winter? Take 

the Plunge with us!  

 Go to our team page and join Team BRRRWA. Create a 

fundraising page and raise at least $50 towards our 

Connecting People, Land and Water 

team’s goal of $3000.  Join us beforehand for photos, 

treats and preparations.  Then it’s off to jump through 

that hole in the ice!  As an incentive, if you’re not al-

ready a member, taking this icy plunge will earn you a 

complementary BRWA membership and all kinds of fun 

prizes at the event. 

Feeling ready for a Spring Thaw?  That’s alright. You can 

still support Team BRRRWA by  Contributing toward 

our Goal of $3000.   

~ cont.pg.2 ~ 
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2013 Polar Plunge 

Four Grants Received Totaling $18,500 

In the past three months, the Bad River Watershed       

Association has received four grants to support          

continued water quality monitoring and watershed     

outreach. 

Late last year, the Patagonia Foundation awarded $8,500 

to expand our baseline water quality monitoring in the 

Penokee Hills to include Total Phosphorus sampling.  

Phosphorus is a nutrient that is held in rocks and soil.  

When an area becomes  disturbed, this nutrient can be 

released, finding its way to our rivers and streams.  Too 

much phosphorus can cause algae blooms and cause 

unwanted effects to the aquatic ecosystem.  Knowing  

these levels before a large-scale event occurs will assist 

decision makers in making wise choices for land use.   

Two grants received from Freshwater Future ($3,000) 

and the Indigenous Environmental Network/Western 

Mining Action Network ($3,000) will assist BRWA in  

conducting Watershed Outreach at Canoecopia 2014 in 

Madison and the Wisconsin Wetlands Association Con-

ference in La Crosse.  This funding will also support a 

series of lectures in the area, bringing attention to the        

valuable wetland resources we have in the Bad  River 

watershed.   

 

 

 

 

An additional $4,000 from Freshwater Future was       

received to host Wisconsin mining discussion groups in 

order to better understand the values of the local com-

munity.  We are particularly interested in speaking with 

citizens in the region who are undecided or indifferent 

about the proposed iron mine near Mellen.  If you or 

someone you know would be interested in participating 

in these discussions, please contact us.  

 Join us in Madison, WI 

CANOECOPIA   2014 

March 7th-9th 

Team BRRRWA Takes the Polar Plunge !!   
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Mission Statement 

The mission of the Bad River 

Watershed Association is to 

promote a healthy 

relationship between the 

people and natural 

communities of the Bad River 

watershed by involving all 

citizens in assessing, 

maintaining and improving 

watershed integrity for future 

generations  

Our purpose is to:         

•Protect the high quality of  

the natural resources;       

•Promote community-wide 

responsible management and 

use of lands and waters; 

•Develop a knowledge base 

for a deeper understanding  

of the ecosystems;               

•Serve as a pro-active 

community forum for 

education, coordination,    

and decision making  

affecting the resources of    

the watershed. 

In a few months, assuming the ice melt is 

near, our volunteer monitoring will be in 

full swing.  Your support and participa-

tion enables us to collect data and assess 

the health of our waters.  I look forward 

to all we will accomplish together this 

year.  

 

From the Director... 

This winter has been long, cold, and dif-

ficult at times, but this does not mean 

BRWA has been in hibernation.  

Throughout these winter months, staff 

and volunteers have been digesting data 

gathered last year, and planning new 

and continued projects for this year.  

 

The Ice Caves have been a popular des-

tination this winter, attracting an esti-

mated 50,000 people.  On their way to 

see these natural wonders, how many of 

these thousands of visitors gave pause as 

they crossed over the Bad, White, or Ma-

rengo Rivers on Hwy 2, 13, or 63 and 

thought about the precious gem of clean 

water flowing under the bridge?  Imag-

ine the impact that the Bad River Water-

shed and all of its magnificent features 

would have on these outdoor enthusiasts.  

The natural beauty of Lake Superior radi-

ates inland to the rivers and streams that 

feed it, just waiting to be discovered. 

~ Tony Janisch        

Watershed Words Lecture Series 

Join BRWA as we take a closer look into 

the water resources of the Bad River Wa-

tershed. Starting off this series are two 

exciting programs for the Spring. 

Wild Rice and the Kakagon/Bad River 

Sloughs 

Jim Meeker, Professor (retired), North-

land College 

Naomi Tillison, Water Resource Special-

ist, Bad River Natural Resources Dept. 

April 15th - 6:00p, Gurney Town Hall 

Hwy 169, Gurney WI  

Two years ago, the Kakagon/Bad River 

Sloughs were awarded Ramsar Site des-

ignation as Wetlands of International 

Importance. The Sloughs contain the 

largest intact wild rice beds on the Great 

Go to our team page (website below) 

and make a contribution the Team 

BRRRWA member of your choice.       

Remember - if we meet our goal, 70% of 

your donation will support us. The      

remainder will go to the Bayfield Area 

Recreation  Center who is sponsoring 

this event.  We welcome you to cheer us 

on in Bayfield on March 1st as we Take 

the Polar Plunge! 

To visit our team page, please go to 

www.badriverwatershed.org and follow 

the Team BRRRWA Polar Plunge link. 

Polar Plunge  (cont.) 

Mark your Calendars 
 

March 1: Polar Plunge 

March 7-9: Canoecopia 

April 15: Wild Rice and 

the Kakagon/Bad River 

Sloughs 

May 2, 3: Wetlands of 

the Penokee Hills 

May 15-17: Birding and 

Nature Festival 
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On Watershed Value  

Correspondence & 

submissions may be made 

to: 

 

BRWA Watershed Waves 

PO Box 875 

Ashland, WI 54806 
 

715-682-2003 

info@badriverwatershed.or

g 

 

 

Bad River             
Watershed Association 

BRWA is a 501(c)(3)          
non-profit organization, 

dedicated to stewardship, 
conservation and  

education. 

Board of Directors 

Officers 

Sjana Schanning 

President 
 

Mike Ryan 

Vice-President 
 

Bobbi Rongstad 

Treasurer 
 

Kevin Brewster  

Secretary 
 

Members-at-Large 

Joan Elias 

Laurence  Wiland 

Eric Nelson 

 

Staff 

Tony Janisch 

Executive Director 
 

Mariana Brewster 

Volunteer Coordinator 
 

Erika Lang 

Landowner Outreach 

Coordinator 
 

Leslie Jagger 

Bookkeeper 
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By Jake Brown 

 

 

The Bad River Watershed Association is an 
organization with a clear purpose: to pro-
mote sound relationships between the peo-
ple and the natural communities that coexist 
within the watershed, and the same guiding 
principles on which BRWA was founded a 
decade ago continue to shape the associa-
tion today.  At certain times during the year 
BRWA members and volunteers monitor 
water quality and collect data and samples 
from sites throughout the area in a continu-
ing effort to assess the health of the water-
shed.  This information is then used to help 
make responsible management decisions 
and educate the public through outreach 
programs about the watershed and the im-
pact of human activity on our regional eco-
systems.  Even a person with a rudimentary 
grasp of biology (such as yours truly) can 
understand the purpose and aims of this 
organization and appreciate the stewardship 
ethic that undergirds the BRWA vision.   
Nonetheless, there are some basic ques-
tions that ought to be asked concerning this 
association and its eponymous water-
shed.  Why take an interest in BRWA and 
support its mission?   Why should we strive 
to connect people, land and water?  Why 
ultimately care about the watershed?  As 
BRWA seeks to preserve and protect the 
natural resources and foster the ecological 
integrity of the watershed, it is important to 
consider why this is good and ask why these 
goals are so crucial.  Perhaps the most fun-
damental answer to questions of this sort is 
the one that is situated at the heart of the 
stewardship ethic and the foundational 
statements that constitute the BRWA mis-
sion.  Specifically, we should care about the 
watershed because it has value.   

A watershed is a drainage basin, an area in 
which all the water flows to a common 
point.  The Bad River Watershed is com-
posed of several subwatersheds that com-
bine to drain over 700,000 acres in three 
counties in northern Wisconsin.  It has 
been home to native populations of flora, 
fauna and people for countless genera-
tions. Historically, the watershed was popu-
lated by large forests and gave rise to a 
massive logging industry in the 19th cen-
tury.  Though these logging practices deci-
mated the original vast pine forests of the 
area by the early 20th century, this industry 
was very important to the regional economy 
and is a major part of the history of our 
state.  This area today is home to a fair 
amount of agriculture and the land is still 
covered in large part by forests that con-
tinue to recover and provide residents and 
tourists alike with ample opportunity for 
hunting and a range of outdoor activi-
ties.  Besides its importance to industry and 
individuals in terms of land use and mate-
rial resources, the watershed is flush with 
aesthetic value and natural splen-
dor.  Places like Copper Falls and Caroline 
Lake attest to this and offer brilliant vistas, 
inspiration and enjoyment to all those who 
make the journey and explore the spacious 
beauty found in these and other locations 
across the watershed.   

Even the international community has 
something to say about the value of our 
watershed and its place in the world.  Two 
years ago the Ramsar Convention on Wet-
lands added the Kakagon and Bad River 
Sloughs to their list of Wetlands of Interna-
tional Importance.  These sloughs are one 
of only 35 such sites in the United 
States.  According to Ramsar, this unique 
wetland "harbors the largest natural wild 

AND  May 3rd - 2:00p, Delta Town Hall, 
County Hwy H, Delta, WI   

In 2013, the Wisconsin Wetlands Asso-

ciation began visiting the Penokee wet-

lands in the Iron County forest.  What 

they found were high quality, high func-

tioning wetlands that feed the Tyler 

Forks and Potato Rivers. 

Listen as Tracy explains the role of wet-

lands in the watershed. See stunning 

scenery from this county land, and con-

sider that perhaps the scope of its value 

extends far beyond the rocks that lay 

beneath it. ♦ 

Lakes. 

Naomi & Jim will share why this area    

received international recognition and 

discuss the cultural and ecological sig-

nificance of wild rice.  The Kakagon/Bad 

River Sloughs are truly a gem of Lake  

Superior. 

Wetlands of the Penokee Hills (choice 

of dates/locations) 

Tracy Hames, Executive Director        

Wisconsin Wetlands Association 

May 2nd - 6:00p, Morse Town Hall          

402 2nd St, Mellen, WI 

Jake Brown is a guest contributor and BRWA    

volunteer. 
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In December of last year, the DNR created a document 

reviewing the potential effects of an open-pit taconite 

mine on water resources within the impacted area.  

The following summary highlights relevant information  

regarding the Bad River Watershed and this potential 

mining project. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL  

CONSIDERATIONS  

 

The watersheds in the area potentially affected by an 

iron ore mine include waters designated as Out-

standing and Exceptional resource Waters. All of the 

waters flow into Lake Superior. 

 

Many of the streams support excellent trout fisheries. 

The watersheds are heavily forested with northern 

hardwoods and mixed conifers, and wetlands are 

abundant. 

 

A mine proposal would have to consider water stor-

age, surface runoff, groundwater flow, precipitation, 

evaporation, diversion and consumption. 

There are number of potential pollutants 

(predominately, though not exclusively, related to 

water quality) associated with open-pit taconite iron 

mining. These include: 

 

· Acid Mine Drainage. When sulfide minerals are 

brought to the surface and exposed to air and water, 

sulfuric acid is produced. This acid release has the 

potential to reduce pH, deposit precipitates, and mo-

bilize metals in downstream water resources. Pyrite 

and other iron sulfides are commonly encountered in 

the rocks of the Penokee Range, and pyrite has also 

been found to be abundant (20%) at some locations.  

 

· Metals. Many metals are toxic to organisms at ele-

vated concentrations and some metals build up in 

aquatic food webs. Aquatic organisms are often par-

ticularly sensitive to metal pollution. Aluminum is of 

particular interest, as it is abundant in the Ironwood 

formation and has been linked to fish mortality in 

acidified waters. Magnetite taconite also commonly 

contains a number of other elements. 

 

· Mercury. Taconite processing is often a major 

source of mercury emissions, released primarily dur-

ing the heating of taconite pellets. Recent studies 

suggest that local and regional deposition is more 

important than previously thought. Mercury occurs in 

the aquatic environment and concentrations in fish 

tissue are a well-documented human health concern. 

 

Summary of DNR’s — Taconite Mining in Wisconsin: A Review 

·  Sulfate. Sulfate leached from mine tailings and waste 

rock plays a role in the production of acid mine drain-

age and stimulates mercury production. Evidence 

links elevated sulfate concentrations in surface waters 

to toxicity in wild rice. 

 

·  Selenium. Selenium is expected to occur in small 

amounts in sulfide minerals. Selenium pollution has 

been documented and is being addressed at the taco-

nite iron mines in Michigan.  

 

·  Mineral fibers. The iron formations of Wisconsin 

contain fibrous amphibole minerals, and asbestiform 

grunerite has been found at the site of the proposed 

Gogebic Taconite project. Asbestos is a human health 

hazard; extended exposure to airborne fibers can 

cause mesothelioma and other cancers.  

 

·  Nutrients. The rock present in the Penokee-Gogebic 

range contains a relatively large concentration of 

phosphorus. Weathering of waste rock and process-

ing of ore may liberate phosphorus, which causes a 

body of water to become enriched in dissolved nutri-

ents that stimulate the growth of aquatic plant life, 

usually resulting in depletion of dissolved oxygen.  

 

·  Suspended solids. Taconite processing produces a 

large amount of fine-grained rock. This and other 

mine-site characteristics (e.g., increased cover of im-

pervious surfaces) have the potential to increase 

Incineration 3% 

Fuel Combustion 

28% 

Municipal/Institutional 1% 

Industrial 1% 

Products 1% 

Waste Handling/Landfills 3% 

Mining/Metals  

Production 63% 

FIGURE 12. PERCENTAGE OF MERCURY RELEASES 

FROM DIFFERENT SECTORS IN THE LAKE SUPERIOR 

BASIN. SOURCE: LAKE SUPERIOR BINATIONAL  

PROGRAM 2012. 
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FIGURE 9. MAJOR WATERSHEDS 

ADJACENT TO THE PENOKEE-GOGEBIC 

IRON RANGE (PGIR) IN NORTHERN 

WISCONSIN. LAKE SUPERIOR AT TOP OF 

MAP.  

 Summary of DNR’s — Taconite Mining in Wisconsin: A Review (cont.) 

downstream turbidity, which is detrimental to fish.  

 

·  Organic compounds. While potential pollutants 

associated with the ore and waste rock are typically 

of greater concern due to the large volume of these 

materials processed, a number of fuel, lubricants, 

solvents, and process chemicals are also used on 

site, and may potentially be present in stormwater 

or process water outfalls.  

 

HYDROLOGY  

 

Open-pit taconite mining has the potential to alter 

the flows and storage of surface waters and ground-

water.  Mine pits spanning multiple watersheds or 

aquifers can potentially alter downstream hydro-

logic regimes via inter-basin transfer of water. The 

return of moisture to the air, runoff, and infiltration 

can all potentially be altered by mining activities, 

and such effects will evolve over time as operations 

progress. Open-pit mines must typically employ 

dewatering wells to keep the pit dry, which        

produces a large local cone of depression. The ef-

fect of dewatering activities is dependent on the 

local groundwater hydrology, aquifer characteris-

tics, and discharge locations. 

 

Taconite mine development proceeds in a series of 

steps that can affect the flow of streams, rainwater 

and snow melt from the site. Removal of trees and 

other vegetation from the future pit site, processing 

sites, access roads and service areas will cause 

rapid run-off and water yield would be expected to 

Gogebic Range Watersheds, Wisconsin 

WATER RESOURCES WITHIN THE GOGEBIC DISTRICT OF NORTHERN WI  

Watershed 

DNR 
Code 

Area 
miles2 Lakes Streams ORW/ERW 

      number acres number miles number 

Lower Bad River LS09 123.9 40 416 11 101 3 

White River LS10 366.2 328 7166 45 224 16 

Potato River LS11 139.9 16 154 25 113 7 

Marengo River LS12 217.5 77 1405 41 151 20 

Tyler Forks River LS13 
78.8 22 151 21 84 6 

Upper Bad River LS14 134.7 39 1081 29 129 7 

Montreal River LS15 226 73 1332 40 165 7 

    1287 595 11705 212 967 66 

source: http://dnr.wi.gov/water/watershedSearch.aspx    

increase. The relatively steep topography and shal-

low soil layer overlying bedrock indicates ground-

water recharge prior to disturbance is  probably low 

– as evidenced by the abundance of wetlands and 

small streams draining the area. After the forest 

cover is removed, surface runoff and the erosional 

transport of disturbed soils will increase, especially 

during storm events. ♦  

Scale: 1:270,000 
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The Emerald Ash Borer — ’Boring’ its Way Across the Country 

devastating effect on ash tree populations.  
 

Unfortunately, there is little we can do to prevent the 

spread of this invasive insect. While insecticides exist, they 

can only prevent damage for a couple of years at best, and 

usually have little to no impact on the eggs. There is a na-

tional effort to limit the spread and impact of EAB and this 

plan helps guide federal, state and local officials. In Wis-

consin, the Department of Agriculture, Trade and Con-

sumer Protection is leading efforts to watch for and re-

spond to EAB. At the meeting, agencies discussed several 

strategies that they are using. These include:  
  

Creating a response plan to prepare for the       
infestation 

Placing quarantines on infected areas and not   
allowing the transport of ash nursery stock or logs 

or firewood 

Removing large ash trees in a stand to decrease 
impacts 

Retaining small ash trees for genetic and species 
diversity 

Thinning ash in mixed stands to encourage growth 
of other species 

Restricting the movement of firewood; many fed-
eral, state, and county lands will not allow users to 

bring in firewood from another area 
 

If you are a landowner who owns an ash swale or a signifi-

cant amount of ash trees, please feel free to get in touch 

with your local DNR forester or county expert. You may 

wish to develop a forest management plan that would help 

guide you in addressing 

your forest’s changing 

conditions that will occur 

once the EAB arrives. ♦ 

 

By Erika Lang 
 

On January 8th, 2014, natural resource practitioners from 

multiple organizations and agencies convened in Ashland 

to discuss the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB). Recently found in 

the NW corner of Douglas County in Superior, Wisconsin, 

the insect poses a huge and real threat to the ash trees of 

the area and across the country. For example, ash swales 

provide important wildlife habitat, and many cities have 

planted ash extensively along streets and in parks. So far, 

of the approximately 8 billion ash trees in the U.S., experts 

estimate that more than 200 million have already died. 

While the insect can fly up to ½ mile in a year, it moves 

most easily via firewood and nursery stock. EAB is cur-

rently found in 22 states in the U.S. (as far west as Boulder, 

Colorado) as well as Canada. At the meeting, participants 

discussed everything from the EAB’s biology, how agen-

cies are preparing for its arrival, and public outreach 

strategies.  
 

Like other invasive species, the Emerald Ash Borer is con-

sidered ‘invasive’ because it is found outside of its native 

region of Asia and Eastern Russia. It was first discovered in 

America in June 2002 in Michigan, having arrived via ship-

ping crates. By the time of its discovery, it had already cov-

ered 3,000 square miles of the state and there was no stop-

ping it, as adults chew out of the tree and immediately take 

flight up to a half mile away. After emergence, adults feed 

on leaves in the ash canopy and then mate one week later 

on the tree trunks. Larvae bore through the bark of the tree 

to the phloem and outer layer of new sapwood where they 

commence feeding. They may overwinter for two years 

before emerging in the spring.  
 

How does EAB affect ash trees and what can be done?  
 

The EAB affects trees most significantly during the insect’s 

larval stage. The feeding galleries of the larvae disrupt the 

flow of water and nutrients as they travel from the roots to 

the crown via the phloem, which is the tree’s vascular 

structure. The tree will decline for a number of years, and 

the first noticeable sign is usually die back in the crown. In 

the U.S. where the insect has no natural predators, it has a 

Thank You to Our recent Donors, New Members & Renewed Members (Since 10/10/2013): Alfred & Jacquelyn Anderson, Allan & Ramona, 

Allie Raven, Ana Tochterman, April & Jarod Stone-Dahl, Art Techlow III, Artstar, Bad River Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, Beth Horn-

ing, Betty & Bill Schell, Bob Cochrane, Bro & Brown Family, Bruce Prentice, Carolyn Sneed, Carroll Judd, Cathy Techtmann, Chris Monaghan, 

Claire Barnett, Colene Lee, Craig & Anne Wickman, Dale Thomas “In Honor of Karen C. Danielsen,” Dan Madison, Daniel & Elizabeth Scudder, 

Daulton & Wilson Family, Dave Olson, Dave & Terri Bahe, David & Karen Saarinen, David Henning, Dennis Gisvold, Dr. Deborah Dryer-Akl & 

Jason Akl, Derek & Kim Ogle, Dick and Wendy Thiede, Drost Marengo Family Irrev. Trust, Elias Meeker Family, Ellie Williams & Kevin Schram, 

Erickson Weber Family, Ethel Plucinski, Freeman & Stein Family, Gary Dreier, George & Anna Magnin, Dr. Grace Heitsch, Grandon & Dorothy 

Harris, Great Oak Farm, Dr. Heinz & Janice Vogel, Henry & Kristin Quinlan, Herman & Green Family, Jack & Mary Wichita, James & Joanne 

Collins, Jamie and Heather Tucker, Jane Swenson, Jane Thimke, Jay’s Tree Care, Jeff & Vicki Musselman, Jeff Cate, Jeff & Susan Dean, Jerry & 

Jane Christie, Jill Lorenz, Jim & Mimi Crandall, Jim & Teresa Mead, Jim Jensen & Linda Carroll, Jo & Mike Bailey, Joel & Elizabeth Kolling, John & 

Martha Stoltenberg, Johnson Damm Family, Joseph Shaffer, Joy & Jim Perry, Julie Melton, Karl Rohlich, Kathy & David Allen, Kathy Trochlell, 

Keith & Laura Carlson, Kenneth Kritz, Kevin & Sjana Schanning, Kevin Brewster, Kristy Jensch, Kurt & Laurie Schmude, Landis & Steven Spicker-

man, Larson Gray Family, Lisa Williamson, Little & Thomas Family, Louis & Kathy Wuest, Luttinen Family, Mary Runkel, Michael McKenna & Lea 

Rolfsen, Linda Rise & Andy Noyes, Michele & Jon Wheeler, Mike & Cheryl Trieschmann, Mike & Pam Ryan, Mike Fiorio, Mortimer Cushman, 

Morud Mitchell Family, Nancy Purdy, Nicole & Alan Brew, Pat & Doug Meredith, Patricia Rose, Plinio Beres, Raymond Campy, Janet Bewley, 

Richard and Valla Allen, Bob & Marcia Traczyk, Robert & Sondra Dunne, Rolland & Joyce Kiel, Rongstad Podlesny Family, Rossberger Family, 

Route Kozie Family, Ruth Lauritzen, Sara Krueger, Shari & Mark Eggleson, Slavick Matis Family, Sparta Earth Club, Steve & Margaret Baumgard-

ner, Terry White, Tod Maclay, Tony & Jean Wallner, Town of Gingles, White River Citizen Involvement Committee, Inc., Wisconsin League of 

Conservation Voters. 

Sources of information: 

www.emeraldashborer.info 

and WI DNR. 



 

Site Visits Continue - Please call if you are interested 
in learning more about how to address a natural     

resource concern on your property through a variety 

of practices. 

Survey for Marengo Watershed Residents - If you  
haven’t yet completed your survey and mailed it back 

to us, please do. We value your information and it will 

help us plan our activities! 

Monitoring for E. coli – The Natural Resources Depart-
ment of the Bad River Band of the Lake Superior Chip-

pewa continues to monitor the Marengo watershed 

tributaries for E. coli. BRWA and the Tribe have col-

lected E. coli samples over the past several years. 

The monitoring reveals that the lower Marengo River 

is receiving non-point sources of pollution likely from 

improper manure facilities, cattle access to streams, 

and/or septic systems. We hope to work with land-

owners in a non-regulatory, voluntary way to address 

concerns. ♦  

Get ready for our Spring 

2014 Macroinvertebrate 

Sampling Season!  

To get involved,  

contact us at 715-682-2003 or                 

mariana@badriverwatershed. 

org 

Training, equipment, and 

great memories provided. 
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habitants.  It has ecological value in its abundant natural 
resources that are necessary for the health and survival of 
the species and ecosystems that we find here.  It is quite 
obvious that the watershed possesses substantial value for 
all of its inhabitants.  The question of whether or not a wa-
tershed has intrinsic value, however, is a more difficult one 
to answer.  Does a watershed have value as an end in itself, 
separate from its usefulness and importance to the beings 
and systems that thrive within it?  Would it have any value if 
no organisms, species or ecosystems depended upon it?  If 
one can answer "yes" to these questions then one would be 
claiming that a watershed does have intrinsic value.  Of 
course, a deeper discussion of the nature of value is inher-
ently convoluted and goes well beyond the scope of this 
essay, but these questions are worth thinking about.   

Regardless, it is fair to say that certain things simply do not 
have intrinsic value.  Some things have no value beyond 
serving a specific purpose, like a television or a ham-
mer.  However, certain things do possess value in them-
selves, and making the claim that a watershed is the sort of 
thing that has intrinsic value seems at least plausible and is 
certainly debatable and worthy of further considera-
tion.  Even without arriving at a definite answer to this ques-
tion, the fact that this claim is debatable is, I believe, signifi-
cant in its own right.  If nothing else, this is indicative of the 
indisputable and immense importance of the watershed to 
the people and natural communities that call this place 
home, and being part of an organization that strives to pro-
mote healthy relationships between these communities and 
the watershed is something we can all take pride in. ♦  

 

rice bed on the Great Lakes" and provides necessary feed-
ing and nesting grounds for a number of both migratory and 
local bird species.  In fact, vital natural resources for a wide 
variety of fish, mammals, invertebrates and other organisms 
abound throughout the entire watershed.  We also have 
some of the highest quality surface waters in the state as 
determined by the DNR.  Many of the streams and tributar-
ies throughout the watershed have been designated as   
Exceptional or Outstanding Resources Waters that are   
critical for fisheries and wildlife habitat.   

Now, within the field of environmental ethics there is an im-
portant distinction between instrumental and intrinsic 
value.  The discussion thus far of the value of the watershed 
has referred to a variety of kinds of instrumental value, that 
is, value as a means to a certain end and that is derived 
from relations between things.  For example, the watershed 
has cultural value and recreational value in what it means to 
people and how it is used, lived in and related to by its in-

On Watershed Value (cont.) 

Update of Marengo Watershed Work 

Rick Becker, Elizabeth Rossberger, and Tommy Rossberger 



Where in the Watershed? 
Does this scene look familiar to you? 

If you can identify this place, your name will go into a hat 

and the winner will be drawn from all correct answers.  

The winner will receive a special prize from BRWA.  

Email your answer and contact information to 

info@badriverwatershed.org by March 31.  The winner 

will be contacted by email or phone and announced on 

the BRWA Facebook page. 

Watch for different locations in future editions of the 

BRWA newsletter! 
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